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Key Themes
Chart of the Day: The German 2yr bond yield has morphed into a new
technical pattern, and is now trading towards the bottom of this bearish
potential ‘ascending triangle’. Resultantly, we see favorable risk/reward
for a bearish bias, with a break above support at .52% needed to
trigger the pattern and for conviction to grow considerably. Resistance
is seen at -.595% and -.62%. The ‘triangle’ time projection suggests we
should see a breakout before mid-April.
10yr German yields saw a volatile ‘long-legged doji’ weekly candlestick, which
are typically reversal patterns. This occurred alongside last week’s successful
defense and reversal from key resistance at .62%/.59%, which saw us enter
into a high conviction bearish bias. Additionally, a potential base remains in
place on intraday charts, triggered on a break above support at .70%/.705%.
This is an important support, as the market failed here over ECB, and only
above here would complete a technical base.
10yr UK yields saw a reversal higher last week and we see a high conviction
bearish bias now that we have tested the key 1.44/385% zone. Above 1.57%
would complete a technical base, with next support seen at 1.67/69%.
10yr US yields have been range-bound for the past month now. Positioning is
most likely to be lighter than it was prior to this ranging phase. A clear break
above 2.905% remains needed though to provide a new directional signal. In
contrast, key resistance remains seen at 2.80%/785%, below which would
complete a top and see a bullish bias take hold.
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Resistance

10yr US Yield – 240 Minutes

2.67%/2.69%**
2.71%
2.74%
2.765%/2.755%*
2.805%/2.785%**
2.81%
2.845%/2.84%
2.865%

Support
2.905%*
2.91%
2.92%
2.955%
2.985%*
3.01%
3.05%***
3.22%

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels by stars *,**,to
*** being the most important

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse

10yr US Yield
US 10yr bond yields have been a neutral range for the past month now,
but we are biased towards a break higher. The US 10yr bond yield rose
slightly last week; however the reality is that despite the noise, the market has
been in a neutral ranging phase for past month now. Positioning is therefore
inevitably lighter, and given the long term bearish picture and break above secular
support at 2.64/69%, we remain medium term bearish for a test of 3.05%. A
clear and sustained break above 2.905% should set an intraday base and indicate
a retest of the 2.955% highs, before the long term Fibonacci support at 2.985%.
Resistance is seen at 2.845/40%, before 2.80/785%. Only below here can
reignite the bullish pressure and complete a broader top to start a corrective move
lower, with resistance next seen at 2.755%. However, a break below 2.785%
would most likely see a move to the 2.67%/2.64% major breakout point, which
continues to be seen as the lower limit in any rally, and we would look to reset a
bearish bias here if seen.
We see a bearish bias following the break above 2.905%. Next resistance
is seen at 2.84%. In contrast, we would see a bullish bias below 2.785%,
with resistance then seen at 2.67%.
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Resistance

10yr German Yield – Weekly

.48%/.47%**
.52%*
.545%/.54%*
.57%
.59%*
.605%
.62%**
.625%

Support
.70%/.705%**
.725%
.75%/.76%*
.795%
.80%/.805%**
.82%*
.93%/.945%**
1.06%**

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels by stars *,**,to
*** being the most important

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse

10yr German Yield
The 10yr German bond yield posted a volatile ‘long legged doji’ weekly
candlestick, ending the week unchanged, however we maintain our
bearish view. The 10yr German bond yield saw spikes in both directions post the
Italian election and over the ECB to ultimately end the week unchanged. The
dominant feature for us was the successful defense of the key breakout point and
2017 high at .62%, and we now see a high conviction bearish bias.
The market also has a potential intraday base in place, with a break above short
term support at .70/705% needed to trigger the base. This is a strong support
though as it includes the 50% Fibonacci retracement of the recent rally and series
of price lows, and importantly it capped the market during ECB selloff. The next
intraday level is seen at .75/76%, the 78.6% Fibonacci retracement and intraday
price highs. More important support is seen at .80/82%, which we continue to see
as a tough barrier. We eventually look for a break though, with key long term
support seen much higher at .945%.
Important resistance continues to be seen at .62% and only a close below here,
which should be confirmed by a break below .605%/.59%, would negate our
bearish view.
We see a bearish bias, with resistance seen at .59%, and only below here
would we turn neutral. Important support continues to be seen at .945%.
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Resistance

10yr UK Yield - Weekly

1.21%
1.28%/1.27%
1.32%/1.31%
1.355%/1.35%*
1.385%**
1.42%/415%*
1.44/435%*
1.455%

Support
1.53%
1.54%
1.57%**
1.585%/1.59%*
1.615%
1.655%*
1.67%*
1.69%*

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels by stars *,**,to
*** being the most important

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse

10yr UK Yield
The 10yr UK yield saw some muted weakness last week, with the key
feature remaining the reversal from the key 1.44/385% resistance zone.
The 10yr UK bond yield weakened last week following the important reversal from
long term resistance at 1.44%. Now that we have seen the expected test of
resistance, we maintain a high conviction bearish bias which is reinforced by a
plethora of bearish technical signals, including bearish confirmation for the recently
completed “hammer” candlestick pattern as well as a potential intraday base which
is in place. This intraday base would be triggered on a break above support at
1.57%, with the next key price support thereafter seen at 1.67%/1.69%, before
the 50% retracement of the 2014/2016 rally at 1.79%.
Resistance below 1.44% continues to be seen from Fibonacci levels at 1.415%,
before the “neckline” at 1.385%. We would look to scale into a bearish bias at
each of these levels on any further political noise, and we continue to look for it to
act as a firm floor.
We are bearish. We see resistance at 1.385%. Next support is seen at
1.79%.
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Resistance

30yr US Yield – Weekly

2.90%
2.93%
2.965%/2.955%*
2.99%/2.98%**
3.02%
3.045%
3.07%*
3.11%/3.09%

Support
3.175%
3.20/215%**
3.23%*
3.24%/3.255%**
3.26%*
3.29%
3.38%/3.40%
3.515%**

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels by stars *,**,to
*** being the most important

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse

30yr US yield
The 30yr US has seen four consecutive neutral weekly candlestick
patterns, and remains capped below key long term support. The 30yr US
bond yield remains very range bound following four neutral weekly candlestick
patterns.
Crucial long term support is seen just above current levels at 3.215%/3.255% –
the 2016/2017 price highs, the 2015 price highs and 61.8% retracement of the
2013/16 rally. This continues to be seen as a strong cluster of support, and we
therefore look for a protracted ranging phase as we do not expect these levels to
be broken, however we are modestly biased higher within the range as the rest of
the curve sees another leg higher. However, we would see a strong risk/reward
bullish rationale on any further tests into this zone.
In contrast, only a clear break of key resistance and the range bottom at
3.09%/3.07% would set a top and see a direct move lower, with next resistance
then seen at 3.02/00%.
We are neutral. Next support is seen at 3.23%, where we would turn
bullish, with the next level thereafter seen at 3.255%. We would also turn
bullish below 3.07%. A close above 3.255% would turn us bearish.
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Resistance

5yr German yield – Weekly

-.185%
-.165%
-.115%/-.12%
-.08%/-.085%
-.06%/-.05%**
-.035%*
-.02%/.-03%*
.015%*

Support
.035%
.06%
.095%**
.105%/.11%*
.135%
.155%**
.245%*
.27%

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels by stars *,**,to
*** being the most important

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse

5yr German yield
The German 5yr yield saw a volatile ‘bearish reversal week’, and we
maintain our bearish view. The German 5yr bond yield saw a volatile bearish
‘key reversal week’ last week, reversing exactly from key resistance from the back
of the old broken channel top, now seen at -.02%. We now have a high conviction
bearish bias, with next support seen from the intraday highs which capped the
market last week at .095%, before the more important highs at .135%/.15%.
The key cluster of major support is seen higher at .24%/.27%, the 50% Fibonacci
retracement of the 2013/2016 bear leg and notable 2015 highs.
First intraday resistance is seen at .015%, before the old broken channel top and
‘gap’ resistance at -.015%/-.035%. This continues to be seen as a strong
resistance area and we look for it to act as a firm floor.
We see a bearish bias. Resistance is seen at -.035%. Support is seen at
.24/.27%.
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Resistance

German 2yr yield – Weekly

-.72%
-.695%
-.675%
-.665%**
-.645%/-.64*%*
-.635%*
-615%/-.625%*
-.585%/-.595%*

Support
-.56%
-.525%/.52%**
-.515%
-.495%
-.47%*
-.44%*
-.40%
-.325%

Resistance/Support tables rank
importance of levels ,wby stars *,** to
*** being the most important

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse

German 2yr yield
The German 2yr bond yield saw a very volatile week, but ultimately ended
unchanged. The German 2yr bond yield saw a very volatile week last week,
although the price action was entirely contained within its recent range. The market
now looks to have formed a clear potential ‘ascending triangle’ continuation
pattern, which points to higher levels. We therefore now see a favorable
risk/reward for a tactical bearish bias, reinforced by the fact that the longer term
picture also points to higher yields. A break above the recent highs at -.52% would
trigger the pattern and confirm a move higher, with next support then seen at
-.40%. In contrast, a break below -.595% would confirm a move back into the
range, and would most likely see a further move lower as disappointed shorts
capitulate. Next resistance is then seen at the previous -.665% breakout point,
where we would certainly look to hold above once again.
We see a bearish bias at Monday’s open, with conviction growing
considerably on a close above -.52% with support then seen at -.40%.
Resistance is seen at -.62%, below which we would turn neutral.
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Additional Important Information
This material has been prepared by the Investment Strategy Department personnel of Credit Suisse identified in this material as
"Contributors" and not by Credit Suisse's Research Department. The information contained in this document has been provided
as general market commentary only and does not constitute any form of personal advice, legal, tax or other regulated financial
service. It is intended only to provide observations and views of the Investment Strategy Department, which may be different
from, or inconsistent with, the observations and views of Credit Suisse Research Department analysts, other Credit Suisse
departments, or the proprietary positions of Credit Suisse. Observations and views expressed herein may be changed by the
Investment Strategy Department at any time without notice. Credit Suisse accepts no liability for losses arising from the use of
this material.
This material does not purport to contain all of the information that an interested party may desire and, in fact, provides only a
limited view of a particular market. It is not investment research, or a research recommendation for regulatory purposes, as it
does not constitute substantive research or analysis. The information provided is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on
which to make an investment decision and is not a personal recommendation or investment advice. While it has been obtained
from or based upon sources believed by the trader or sales personnel to be reliable, each of the trader or sales personnel and
Credit Suisse does not represent or warrant its accuracy or completeness and is not responsible for losses or damages arising
from the use of this material.
This communication is marketing material and/or trader commentary. It is not a product of the research department. This
material constitutes an invitation to consider entering into a derivatives transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and
23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding offer to buy/sell any financial instrument. The views of the author may differ from
others at Credit Suisse Group (including Credit Suisse Research).
This material is issued and distributed in the U.S. by CSSU, a member of NYSE, FINRA, SIPC and the NFA, and CSSU
accepts responsibility for its contents. Clients should contact analysts and execute transactions through a Credit Suisse
subsidiary or affiliate in their home jurisdiction unless governing law permits otherwise.
This material is provided for informational purposes and does not constitute an invitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase any
of the products or services mentioned.
Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Limited ("CSSEL") and Credit Suisse International ("CSI") are authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") and the Prudential Regulation Authority under UK
laws, which differ from Australian Laws. CSSEL and CSI do not hold an Australian Financial Services Licence ("AFSL") and are
exempt from the requirement to hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act (Cth) 2001 ("Corporations Act") in respect of the
financial services provided to Australian wholesale clients (within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act)
(hereinafter referred to as “Financial Services”). This material is not for distribution to retail clients and is directed exclusively at
Credit Suisse's professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the FCA, and wholesale clients as defined under
section 761G of the Corporations Act. Credit Suisse (Hong Kong) Limited ("CSHK") is licensed and regulated by the Securities
and Futures Commission of Hong Kong under the laws of Hong Kong, which differ from Australian laws. CSHKL does not hold
an AFSL and is exempt from the requirement to hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act in respect of providing Financial
Services. Investment banking services in the United States are provided by Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, an affiliate of
Credit Suisse Group. CSSU is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission under United States laws,
which differ from Australian laws. CSSU does not hold an AFSL and is exempt from the requirement to hold an AFSL under the
Corporations Act in respect of providing Financial Services. Credit Suisse Asset Management LLC (CSAM) is authorised by the
Securities and Exchange Commission under US laws, which differ from Australian laws. CSAM does not hold an AFSL and is
exempt from the requirement to hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act in respect of providing Financial Services. Credit
Suisse Equities (Australia) Limited (ABN 35 068 232 708) ("CSEAL") is an AFSL holder in Australia (AFSL 237237). In
Australia, this material may only be distributed to Wholesale investors as defined in the Corporations Act. CSEAL is not an
authorised deposit taking institution and products described herein do not represent deposits or other liabilities of Credit Suisse
AG, Sydney Branch. Credit Suisse AG, Sydney Branch does not guarantee any particular rate of return on, or the performance
of any products described.
This report may not be reproduced either in whole or in part, without the written permission of Credit Suisse. Copyright © 2018
Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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